condo trends

by D v i r a

Don’t forget what time it
is! It’s time to make a
statement with this
large wall clock.
Available at
Restoration
Hardware

Dvira Ovadia (dvira.com)

Luxury
Without
Compromise

W

ho knew that weathered, vintage and antiques
would become such a hot commodity? This might just
be the right time to sift through your parents and
grandparents’ goods to find those perfect pieces.

When it comes to the floors there is yet another layer of texture
and pattern here. There are ample vintage rugs to choose from,
whether yours is handed down from generations or you choose
from a reproduction. Check out Vivienne Westwood’s Aubusson
rugs, a funky Union Jack or an image of some rubbish, both are
hip and speak “vintage”. For a cheeky statement, you can also
opt to hang these rugs on the walls.
Available at therugcompany.com

Trunks and trundles are functional pieces for big spaces, small
spaces and even lofts. They make for fun furniture and work
well as side tables, coffee tables or just as an accent piece or
divider in any room. They are also great for storage! There is a
certain charm about buckles, straps and belts and the intricate hardware that we see on trunks, it’s a total throw-back to
the glamorous days of travel.
Available at Restoration Hardware
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Whether your taste appeals to French Country,
UK-Chic or Equestrian, you can be sure to find
similar pieces of furniture and accessories for each
one of these since they share many of the same
aesthetics, from rustic natural woods, classic marbles,
to weathered and industrial inspired finds.

To capture the look, ample reproductions of tables, consoles and
buffets in rustic and washed woods are now on the market and
available for purchase at reasonable price tags. For classic finds,
go for turned leg tables; for country chic, look for marble toped
consoles and islands; and for a rugged-industrial look you will be
sure to find ones with metal frames and bases.
Available at Crate and Barrel

Vintage Bedding is a fun
departure from the traditional
hotel linens. These patterns
and prints make for vintage,
relaxed and preppy looks.
Mix and match these complementary styles by layering
various textures and hues for
that added feeling of luxury.
Available at ralphlauren.com

A classic chair with
a high back and
distinctive curves
will be a dominant
figure in just about
any space.
To capture the
vintage look opt
for distressed
leathers and studs.
Available at
Crate and Barrel

To bring in some of that vintage flare, try some classic maps or
opt for bold prints and posters.
Available at Restoration Hardware
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